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EDITORIAL

His stop-overs at our home were frequent and equally delightful. The memory of his friendliness, the impressions
created by his sense of spiritual devotion
and the transparency of his character as
a Christian gentleman, enabled him to
present a pulpit ministry that was revered and respected. I remember as a
mere lad, a ride in an open sleigh, some
twelve miles one way, temperature below zero, to be in attendance where this
sainted man of God was preaching. In
his obituary are found these words; "Be
it said to his everlasting credit that his
enemies were few, if any, but his friends
were as innumerable as they were loyal."

The Late C. C. Burkholder
the Grace of God and the use
natural gifts, he rose
Tfromof thesanctified
little brick school house (ProsHROUGH

pect Hill) in Pennsylvania to be a College president. He rose from the ranks
of layman to Bishop and Moderator in
the church of his choice. He rose from
the ranks of an apprentice in a wheelwright's shop to be a contractor of some
note."
This quote from a Memoriam to the
late Bishop C. C. Burkholder suggests
the characteristics of this church leader
whose very life is carved into the history
of the Brethren in Christ Church, particularly in the west.
Arriving in Upland, California from
Arizona in 1901, this church leader
started with sixteen members and a Sunday School that numbered in the twenties. The first place of meeting was in a
tent. From this small beginning, California now has eight places of worship,
and two have been started in Oregon.
These have an aggregate attendance going toward two thousand each Sunday
morning.
His spirit of pioneering was also expressed in his helping to found Upland
College. Although having received his
formal training in a little red schoolhouse
in eastern Pennsylvania, he staunchly advocated the cause of Christian education and the need of training for Christian service. In 1920 he was elected
president of Upland College.
He was ordained to the Christian ministry in 1895 and accepted the office of

Quoting Dr. Stone, speaking for the
Upland Ministerial Union: "And the best
message he brought of Jesus Christ was
always enriched by his wonderful life.'

Bishop in 1904. He first served as General
Conference Moderator in May 1917,
when Conference convened in North
Dickinson County, Kansas, On eight
different occasions he served as moderator of the General Conference, the last
time was in 1931 when General Conference convened in the Sixth Line Church,
Ontario, Canada. It was this same year,
October 2, 1931, that Bro. Burkholder
laid his armor aside and answered the
summons to come up higher.
Travel conditions as Bro. Burkholder
experienced them when crossing the
U. S. A., even though most of it was in
this century, were much different from
the luxurious accommodations of our
day. His journeys were frequent for his
name was a household word throughout the east in the field of evangelism.

Final rites for the late Bishop C. C. Burkholder. J. H. Wagaman, Bishop Emeritus, and the
late Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr., are officiating.

(2)

—J. N. H.

Bishop C. C. Burkholder.
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General Conference Sermon

Determination for this Decade
Henry A. Ginder
»
Moderator,
Conference SecreBtary,
pastors, delegates
1ROTHER

and friends assembled
in the ninetieth annual General Conference of the Brethren in
Christ Church.
It is indeed a pleasure to be assembled
with our brethren on the west coast,
where we enjoy the facilities of this commodious new church. Congratulations to
the local congregation on the development of this fine sanctuary and Christian
education plant.
It is an honor to have the privilege of
speaking to this General Conference
body. May I request prayer of you.
Pray that the minutes used in the giving
of this message might be significant in
preparing us for this General Conference
and for the year ahead, if our Lord tarries.
We are representatives of the Brethren
in Christ Church around the world. We
think affectionately of our missionaries
in Africa, India, Japan, Cuba and our
Pax and relief personnel around the
world. We pray for them.
For this sermon I have chosen the
theme, "A Declaration of Determination
at the Dawn of this Decade." We will
read I Corinthians 2:1-13. Verse 2 is
chosen for our text, "For I am determined not to know anything among
you save Jesus Christ and Him crucified."
Permit me to read this text from the Amplified New Testament, "For I resolve
to know nothing—to be acquainted with
(nothing), to make display of the knowledge of nothing and to be conscious of
nothing—among you except Jesus Christ,
the Messiah, and Him crucified."
This is the dawn of a decade. It is the
dawn of the seventh decade of the
twentieth century. The past six decades
present a history of tremendous development. During this time we have moved
from the horseless wagon to powerful
automobiles; from springhouse refrigeration to the modern dual temp refrigerators; from the weekly small town newspaper to telecasts presenting news from
the other side of the world; from transportation by horse and carriage traveling six miles an hour to modern jet
travel of 600 miles an hour; from old
wagon sheds to garages with electroniclycontrolled doors.
June 13, 1960

This tremendous development creates
difficulty for the human family to keep
properly adjusted. I heard recently of
two ladies who boarded a modern jet
plane. As they chose their seats side by
side, they said to the stewardess, "We
will not travel faster than sound, will
we? We want to talk."
One of my friends installs electronic
garage doors in an eastern city. He told
me recently that one of the garage doors
he installed, evidently had a radio wave
length comparable to that of one of the
sputniks in orbit around our world. As
the satellite crossed the area of that city
on a trip around the world, this one
garage door would open. He told of a
freak situation which occurred involving
a plane crash which influenced radio
wave lengths to the extent that a number of electronic controlled garage doors
opened. What an age of development
and challenge this is!
The Brethren in Christ church has
played a part in the panorama of history
and change during the decades of this
century. During this sixty-year period
our foreign mission work has developed
from a state of infancy to that of a very
important role in the national life of the
countries in which we minister. I never
cease to be amazed at the size and quality of our mission work, especially in
Africa. I gave myself credit for being as
well informed on our African mission
program as the average member of the
Brethren in Christ church. But a twentyfive-day visit with our missions in Africa
revealed to me that our mission program
is truly much better and bigger than I
knew it to be.
Our Sunday School work has shown
noticeable development in the past sixty
years. Even though greater increases
should have been experienced, we have
moved in the direction of a better quality
of Sunday School administration and a
more effective teaching ministry. Thanks
to the work of the Sunday School Commission.
At the turn of the century, our youth
work was practically nil. But now, as a
credit to the Commission on Youth, the
youth of our church are brought into a
place of real significance and importance
in congregational life.
Our church membership should have
increased a great deal more during this
time but we praise the Lord that of recent years, we have experienced the reversal of a trend.

Our church buildings have been either
redecorated, remodeled, refurnished or
in a number of places new churches
were designed and built to serve our
generation. The church in which we are
assembled, serves as an illustration.
Our pastors and church boards are becoming increasingly aware that we have
a ministry not only to our congregations,
but also to our communities. Our colleges and our camps are strengthened as
institutions for the cultural and spiritual
development of our people.
This is the dawn of a new decade.
The dawn is still gray. Who would venture to predict what the sixties will produce. We will likely use gadgets in our
homes which are not yet designed. Our
world has shrunk until now we are less
than ten hours from the most distant
point. We are being introduced to the
space age. We tend to forget that even
now thirteen satellites and planets are
being whirled through space. Eight of
these are American, four are Russian and
one unidentified. The population explosion is one of the real problems of our
world.
Communism produces a very real
threat to the free world. 1972 is the latest date set for this country to be under
the control of the Communists according
to their own timetable. J. Edgar Hoover
says, "I confess to a real apprehension so
long as Communists are able to secure
ministers of the Gospel to promote their
evil work." Mr. John Noble declares
that, "Coexistence between Christians
and atheistic Communism is impossible.
These two great ideologies are incompatible." In a recent article in Evangelical Action, Dr. Clyde Taylor said, "The
Communists stole our strategy." Dr. Taylor continues, "We have finished our survey and have concluded the Communists
have reached approximately 41% of their
goal inside America. They have done
this principally by infiltration."
The scientists of our world have in
their hands potential power to annihilate the race. Recently I heard a radio
broadcast in which Dr. Milton Eisenhower, the chairman of a panel, was
discussing the future of the human race.
One of the panelists said, as he sees it
there are three alternatives for the human race—"first, the total annihilation of
the race; second, the atheistic communistic portion of our world destroying the
Christian free world; third, the rise of a
man as a world power to give direction
(3)

to the governments of the world and thus
pull the world out of its present condition of confusion."
Recently news commentator Paul
Harvey said, "America has reached a
peak. The American people are lazy.
They want the government to do more
and more for them. This means that the
government becomes stronger and the
people weaker until the government is
strong and the people are cattle."
We of the Brethren in Christ Church
and all evangelical and holiness churches
recognize that the Second Coming of
our Lord is imminent. It may be that
He will come for His church during this
decade.
This is the dawn of a decade. In light
of today's world is it not important that
as individuals and as a denomination we
declare our determination anew at the
dawn of this decade? How the devil
would be delighted if he could have us
as a people focus on the less essential
and the controversial, instead of moving
forward with the dynamic of the Holy
Spirit, presenting to our world the only
hope for its ills, the Gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Here again I read the text
as taken from the Amplified New Testament, "For I resolved to have nothing—
to be acquainted with nothing, to make
display of the knowledge of nothing and
to be conscious of nothing—among you
except Jesus Christ the Messiah, and
Him crucified."
In our Scripture reading we discover
a simple outline. In verse 2, there is
Determination: "For I am determined
to know nothing among you save Jesus
Christ and Him crucified."
In verse 4, there is Demonstration:
"But my speech and my preaching was
not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit
and power."
In verse 10, there is Revelation: "But
God has revealed them unto us by His
Spirit, for the Spirit searcheth all things,
yea the deep things of God."
The combination of these three are
tremendously important if the church of
Jesus Christ is to fulfill in this decade its
God appointed responsibility.
In this message we are giving consideration to Determination.
I wish to
call our church and Christians everywhere to rally to this most important
responsibility to our generation. That is
to nothing but Jesus Christ. We sing,
"Jesus is all the world to me"—but do we
reflect and transmit this testimony? We
should give expression to our declaration
of determination in the following six
ways:
1. CHRIST-CENTERED, well trained pastors are a must. It has often been said,
"Like pastor, like people." If we want
our people to live Christ-centered lives,
pastors must thus live. We praise the
(4)

Lord for pastors who love the Lord, love
the Book and love their people. In my
Conference, I tell my pastors repeatedly
they shall stand for everything the Bible
stands for and stand against everything
the Bible teaches against. This can best
be done by having a Christ-centered
ministry.
Since as a brotherhood we have moved
away a bit from the legalistic and legislative pattern of church administration,
it is of great importance that men be
trained to intelligently and thoroughly
present the standards of the Bible to
their people. This should be done without apology.
As preachers, the most important presentation is, "Jesus Christ and Him crucified." To do this effectively, the
preacher must experience revelation by
the Spirit, and a demonstration by the
Spirit in his presentation.
As administrators, our pastors need to
be men of conviction—Biblical convictions. They need to know how to inter-

pret these convictions to their people so
that their churches will be best prepared
to minister not only to their membership
but also to the community.
As pastors, they need to be godly men.
They must be men who by precept and
example, who with an intimate relationship with Jesus Christ, direct their
people to a close walk with God.
2. CHRIST-LOVING congregational leadership is imperative. We need on our
church boards and in congregational
leadership men who love the Lord
enough that they will be willing to move
away from the controversial and less essential, and endeavor to rally their people around our Saviour and His Gospel.
This is not done primarily by legislation.
It is done more effectively by testimony
and teaching. This calls for men in the
congregational leadership who have an
interior religion. They need more than
a holy veneer. There must be an inner
experience. This is brought by an aggressive faith in Christ which leads to
death to self and the baptism of the Holy
Ghost.
We need men on our church boards
who live dedicated lives, under the Holy
Spirit anointing. It is the Holy Spirit
who keeps alive convictions against the
corroding influences of worldliness. It is
the Holy Spirit who warns against un-

warranted adjustments to our present
day society. It is the Holy Spirit who
gives courage to make adaptations from
deeply-rooted traditions of the past,
thus enabling a more effective declaration of determination. Thus we need
true church leaders who by testimony
and teaching, emphasize the work of the
Holy Spirit, because of a personal preeminence of Christ in their lives.
3. CHRIST-HONORING laymen are important. We need laymen with a holy
passion to serve men and save souls. As
our brethren and sisters are made aware
of the physical needs of our world, they
will be motivated more and more to a
benevolent service. One cannot see the
beggars of India, the needy in Africa,
the destitute in Jordan, the dejected in
Hungary, without being deeply moved
to serve humanity in a material and tangible way. This is why some of our laymen are giving their time in relief service
around the world. But listen, we need
laymen who are not only concerned to
serve men physically; we need laymen
with a God given passion to lead souls
to Christ. I praise the Lord that increasingly, Spirit-filled laymen across our
brotherhood are doing an effective soulwinning ministry. This is one of the
most heartening trends among us. I
pray that guidance and inspiration from
this Conference will send our laymen
back home to do more than ever to lead
men and families to Jesus Christ.
We need more men among us like the
late Chaplain Raymond Lilly from Chicago. This Negro gentleman possessed
a contagious passion to lead men and
women to Christ. On one occasion, I
was responsible, while in the city of Chicago, to plan with him for his transportation to Lancaster, Penna., where he
was to minister in a number of our
churches. I told him we want him to
have a berth for the sake of much needed
physical rest. He said, "No, sir, I wants to
lead someone to Jesus, and I cannot do
this if I'm in a bed asleep." When I met
him in the railroad station in the city of
Lancaster, he was busy giving out tracts
and testifying to people. When he saw
me he shoved up his hand and—with his
black face shining—said, "Praise the
Lord, bishop, I got five last night. I
must have missed two somewhere. I
asked the Lord for seven, but I got five."
Brethren, I feel what we need more
than anything else in the Brethren in
Christ Church is an every person passion for the souls of men, something comparable to that of the late Chaplain Raymon Lilly. This will honor Christ.
4. CHRIST - EXALTING

colleges

and

training centers are essential. On our
Faculties we need spiritual instructors
who are anchored to the Book, conservative in theology, appropriately and
properly trained in their field.
Evangelical Visitor

I believe that in our colleges we need
an ever-increasing emphasis on the deeper life. This meets the heartcries of
many Christians around the world. Dr.
Robert Walker, editor of Christian Life,
says that since his magazine carries the
deeper life emphasis, he receives more
mail on spiritual matters in one month
than he used to receive in one year.
There are Christians, many of them in
denominations that do not accept the
holiness position, who cry out for heart
purity and Spirit anointing. I remember in 1953, while attending the World
Congress on Evangelism in Tokyo, Japan, a dear friend of ours, a minister of
a very worthy denomination, said to me,
"I do not have the baptism of the Holy
Ghost and I know it. There is nothing
I want more." The next morning, after
an early morning prayer period, this
dear brother met me in downtown Tokyo. He stretched out his hand and with
tears running over his cheeks, said
"Praise the Lord, brother, I got it."
As our colleges move in the direction
of accreditation and scholastic development, so much needed to serve our generation, we need also an increased emphasis on the deeper life, and holy living. The Brethren in Christ Church has
reasons for thanksgiving that our College Boards and administrators have real
concern that their programs and offerings would honor Christ and properly
prepare our youth to serve their generation. Theirs is a concern to exalt
Christ.
5. CHRIST-UPLIFTING camp meetings
must continue. Jesus said, "And I, if I
be lifted up will draw all men to myself."
Many of our people have an opportunity
for vacation. Our camps across the
brotherhood should provide facilities and
atmosphere so that our families will want
to plan their vacation during camp
meetings. Here our people can relax in
a spiritual atmosphere which will have a
purifying effect on their lives. In our
camp meeting planning and preaching,
we need to remember that Christ is the
heart of our holiness. It is natural in our
camp meetings that the work of the Holy
Spirit in the life of the believer is exalted.
We must remember, however, that the
primary function of the Holy Spirit is to
exalt and magnify Jesus Christ in the
understanding and experience of the believer. As we do this, our people will return to their home congregations with a
new spiritual stimulus which will help
them to properly interpret Christ.
The Hindu was right who said, "It
seems that the Christian religion is the
only faith that gives its adherents the
power to live up to its ethical requirements." This statement can be enhanced
by the ministry of our camps across the
brotherhood, as they lift up Christ.
(Continued on page six)
June 13, 1960
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General Conference Fifty Years Ago
Place: Air Hill, Franklin County, Pa.
Time: May 17-20, 1910
Moderators:
Bishop J. N. Engle, Abilene, Kansas,
Moderator
Bishop M. H. Oberholser, Culbertson, Pa., First Assistant
Bishop J. R. Zook, Des Moines, Iowa,
Second Assistant
ARTICLE X

the General Executive Secretary no later
than April 15 of each Conference year;
and,
Sec. 4. Resolved, That it shall be the
duty of the General Executive Board to
tabulate and publish all such work for
Conference so that it is in proper form
for consideration and send the same to
and submit a copy of the same to the
respective Districts throughout the
Brotherhood no later than May 1,

EXECUTIVE BOARD REPORT

ART. XXIV

Sec. 1. Report of A. B. Musser, Treasurer of the General Executive Board, was
presented as follows:
Balance in treasury, May 1, 1909 $136.71
Received during Gonference year 14.35
Total

Expenditures
Paid for car fare, printed matter,
stamps, stationery, etc.

$151.06
74.48

Balance in treasury May 1,
1910
$ 76.58
The above report was approved with
the following resolution:
Resolved, That a five cents per member assessment be laid annually throughout the church for the purpose of meeting expenses incurred by printing, postage, stationery and General Executive
Board expenses until Conference shall
order otherwise.
Conference ordered that in view of
Art. 38, Page 49, General Conference
Minutes 1909 not being observed, that
the said article shall again be approved
and spread upon the Minutes of Conference of 1910 as follows:
Whereas, the work of General Conference of the Brethren in Christ, U.S.A and
Canada is becoming more cumbersome
every year to the extent that at the close
of Conference, questions could not receive proper consideration; and,
Whereas, it has been considered necessary to select some method whereby the
work of Conference can be expedited;
therefore
Sec. 3. Resolved, That all matter for
General Conference shall be reported to

TITLE OF "REVEREND"

A question whether the title "Rev." applied to a minister's name, was consistent
from a Scriptural standpoint, was considered, and the following resolution was
adopted:
Resolved, That the term "Rev." is not
consistent from a Scriptural standpoint
and that the term "Elder" should be encouraged to be used instead of "Reverend," with provision that where legal or
technical terms are applied, the term
"Reverend" can consistently be used.
ART. XXXVIII
TEXAS COLONY

Whereas, The colony of the Brethren
in Victoria County, Texas, desire to have
the privilege to call an evangelist to follow up special evangelistic work as well
as to have a Bishop to preside over the
Brotherhood in the colony;
Sec. 1. Therefore, Resolved, That the
brethren in Victoria County, Texas,
shall have the privilege to call an evangelist and wife into the district to labor
in evangelistic work; and,
Sec. 2. Resolved, That Bishop D. R.
Eyster, of Thomas, Okla., shall take the
oversight of the work in their Colony;
and,
Sec. 3. Resolved, That the expenses
incurred by an evangelist and wife, or
Bishop, coming into their colony shall be
paid out of the Home Mission treasury.
Questions considered at the ministerial
meeting on Tuesday evening preceding
Conference:
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Conference Sermon

My Struggle for an Education
Assa Sibanda, Class of '58

i STARTED school in 1948 in the age of
I eleven. My parents became interested
in my going and coming to school. They
provided clothes and paid school debts
I got. As years went on and school fees
rising up, everything paid for followed
by swear words.
In 1953 having finished Standard
Three ready for Four in the Boarding.
There troubles seemed to have been proposed. My mother helped me by her
handwork's profits. As school fees became higher for her ability, things begain to be done miraculousily to me. I
was taken to the outstation school for
Standard IV and I begain to realize that
God is leading the way in the dark. My
mother still kept trying to help it.
In 1954 ready for Standard Five. The
same case about fees rose extremely
hard. But only one that is ready to help
any need did. I had accepted Christ as
my personal Saviour when thirteen years
old. My father and brothers had entirely
refused to pay or support me with any
need I had. I then begane to listen my
own little conscience about what to do.
Therefore I knelt down before the parents to ask for permission to go and
work for my school fees. Instead I received rough, bitter and swear words,
caused by the older sisters who before
showed bad behaviour by getting pregnant leaving money [unjpaid in schools.
Later on when after my private devotions God showed me what to do. As I
tied my blankets in low spirits and tears
along my mother's chicks God gave me
the strength of standing difficulties.
My mother took my loads with me to
the Mission to work for the whole year
of 1955 and I did my Standard Five in
1956. My father got the idea of my desires he then added £ 7 to my remender
and I did Standard Six. Even though
that money was paid but swear words
still were spoken to my mother who ever
talked about my learning.
In 1958 having gone through the Central Primary and got place for Teacher
Training but could not get money. I
continuosily prayed to lead the path.
Surely my prayers were answered. God's
Love through the Missionaries played
the part. They went to talk to my parents and showed them the right way by
my learning desires. After a long period
of begging he said, "Do your own will,
for you are not my child, do it with your
choosen parents, they should care for
every need you get. Come not to me
with your school troubles anymore."

(6)

Assa Sibanda, now a teacher in the Phumula
Mission area, carries a vital concern for her
pupils and the spiritual life of the community
which she serves.

Having concluded the whole matter with
my new formed parents I went home in
low spirits and my mother crying of my
father's swear words to her and me. I
came to start the [teacher training]
course of two years in the hands of the
new parents and got everything needed
more than I could get before.
I learned well as if supported by my
parents as other girls did. Every missionary was interested in my learning,
and in that interest there was a great
lesson of God's Love through His servants to me. In Psalm 70:1 God's promise was fulfilled. They gave me clothes
to wear as other girls and taught me to
be a strong Christian.
My testimony to God can not be
worded. I wish I had a thousand mouth
to praise Him for the good He has done
for my life. I wish to live for Him for
the rest of my life. Here are the chapters where I got strength and courage:
Psalm 91, 37, 40:1-2, Prov. 3:6.
God's Love is fully revealed to me on
hardships I met throughout my school
life. I believe He will lead the path in
my service to Him the rest of my life.
(Editor's note: Thanks to Christian parents
or, at least, Christian influence in the community, Assa's experience is not the typical
experience of our teachers in training.
However, many of them face discouragement and a
certain amount of opposition.)
COVER P H O T O —Assa Sibanda and a
friend, Elida Sibanda, who is a consecrated
teacher at Mtshabezi Mission. Of special interest is the fact that Elida is "Dean of
Women" at Mtshabezi since 1958, taking the
place of Naka Asa, a widow who filled this
difficult place so acceptably for many years but
is now retired. Elida is respected, loved and
trusted by the gills, who come to her with
their personal problems. Pray for her!

(Continued from page five)
6. CHRIST REFLECTING members

are

needed. We should reflect Christ's concern, compassion and confidence. Many
church members have enough religion
to make them decent but not enough to
make them dynamic. We need a total
membership with a dedication comparable to the promoters of atheistic communism. I quote again from Dr. Taylor's
article in United Evangelical Action,
"What is the Christian strategy? Why,
it is the Communistic method with revisions. They cut their method out of
the book of Acts, and I do not know
where we can improve on it. The difference is that they use it and we don't.
Every Communist talks sacrifice, surrender, obligation, absolute unwavering
obedience. He literally abandons himself to the mission of making disciples.
He first wins them to his viewpoint,
then he indoctrinates them. Next he
forms a cell with the purpose of reproducing itself." This is exactly what
Christians are supposed to do, and every
Christian can share in accomplishing it.
Some of our people may not be good in
writing or excellent in speaking, but oh,
they live well. They move about in our
communities and by a modest appearance, mild attitudes and merciful actions,
reflect our Lord Jesus.
A certain pastor's wife visited a little
girl in the hospital. The beauty of the
lady's face, the kindness of her attitude,
and the concern for the little child,
caused the little child to say, "Lady, are
you God's wife?"
Some years ago when Bishop David
Climenhaga's son was a little lad, in
Africa, he enjoyed looking at Sallman's
famous painting of Christ. With his
parents, he returned to the states. His
mother told me that they were worshipping in one of the Pennsylvania congregations, in which among the membership of that congregation, there is a very
lovely Christian gentleman with a kind
countenance. In one of the services, the
little son, sitting with his mother, leaned
forward again and again, looking in a
certain direction. The mother reproved
the child slightly and asked him to be
seated reverently. But he leaned forward again. The mother finally whispered, "Who do you see?" He pointed
in the direction of the Christian gentleman of that congregation and reverently
said, "Did He come?" There is real
strength in having a membership that
reflects the spirit and manner of Christ.
Yes to us, to all of us, Jesus Christ
should be more paramount in our thinking, prominent in our talking and preeminent in our teaching.
(Continued on page eleven)
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DR. ARTHUR M. CLIMENHAGA,
N E W PRESIDENT O F MESSIAH C O L L E G E
Dr. Arthur M. Climenhaga will take office
as president of Messiah College July 1. Dr.
and Mrs. Climenhaga arrived at Grantham,
May 10. During the following week there was
a busy round of conferences and orientation
in the program of Messiah College. Dr.
Climenhaga and Dr. Hostetter attended the
meeting of the Council for the Advancement
of Small Colleges held in Washington, D.C.,
and interviewed educational leaders. Meeting
with the faculty a n d trustees, Dr. Climenhaga
has been laying the ground work for assuming office in July.
Dr. Climenhaga plans to attend General
Conference and then visit a number of the
churches on his way to Grantham. A number
of missionary services are scheduled. Dr.
Climenhaga will be speaking at the Roxbury
Camp Meeting, as well as the Young Adult and
Family Life Conference at Roxbury and t h e
Teen-Age Conference at Grantham.

PRESIDENT MARTIN JOINS IN NIXON
RECEPTION
President John Z. Martin, of Upland College,
joined in a reception in honor of Vice President
Nixon, in Washington D.C., on May 16. President Martin also met on the same day with
other members of the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges in a conference sponsored jointly by the Council and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
The reception for Vice President Nixon was
given in recognition of his outstanding service
for the nation as a graduate of a small college.
Mr. Nixon is a graduate of Whittier College and
is an example of the quality of product to be
found in the alumni of small colleges throughout the nation.

D R . HOSTETTER HONORED BY STUDENTS—The

setting was an All-School dinner in Oriental
style. Herbert Greenlee was Master of Ceremonies. Prof. Martin Schrag spoke on opportunities for students to interpret Messiah College and their Christian witness in summer
activities. Thomas Richendollar, president of
the Student Assembly, then presented Dr.
Hostetter with' a check for a new desk to be
placed in his study.
STUDENT S U M M E R ACTIVITIES—Glenn

Smith

will be assisting at the San Francisco Mission
during the summer.—Esther Ebersole, who has
been serving as bookkeeper, is devoting two
months to assisting in the Kentucky Mission
Field.—Jane Monn plans to work at the Navajo
Mission.—Nancy Haun will b e studying at tli3
University of Buffalo during the summer then
returning to the Grantham area to teach in the
fall.—LeRoy Tyson begins I-W service in Michigan as soon as he returns from the Octet Summer Tour.—Paul and Carol Hastings are serving again at the Kenbrook Bible Camp. Shortly
after the Summer Octet Tour, Ruth Wolgemuth
will leave for Europe with a Youth for Christ
team. Jane Martin will accompany her parents to Israel this summer when they begin an
MCC Relief assignment.
AWARDS AND HONORS—The Annual

Alumni

Award is presented to Mrs. Phyllis Kaley of
Lewisburg. Mrs. Kaley completes her B. A.
program this year a n d will b e teaching in the
Public School in her area. Mrs. Kaley graduated Summa Cum Laude.
Anna Wiles from Chambersburg, College
Sophomore, is awarded the Commercial Award
by the Nationwide Insurance Company. This
is in recognition of excellent achievement in
the Commercial field.
Darrel Bigham, Academy Senior, received
the Chemistry Award presented by t h e South
Eastern Section of the American Chemical Society. Darrel has also been awarded a $2000
Scholarship Aid by t h e J. W. Kline Foundation.
Darrel is planning to return to Messiah College
in preparation for the ministry.
Esther Brubaker graduated with
highest
honors in the High School. She is awarded the
Albert H. Brechbill Scholarship.
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Mrs. Jennie

Brechbill.

"AUNT J E N N I E , " CHRISTIAN WRITER,
RECEIVES D E G R E E
Mrs. Jennie Brechbill, 73-year-old grandmother, was graduated from Upland College
with her A.B. degree on May 28. "Aunt Jennie,"
as she is familiarly called b y students and
faculty, has been persistently studying to complete a major in English and literature. She
decided to pursue a bachelor of arts degree after receiving her Th.B degree from Upland College in 1954.
Mrs. Brechbill was born near Mansfield,
Ohio, on January 23, 1887. She moved with
her minister husband to Indiana, where they
pastored the Christian Union Brethren in Christ
Church near Garrett, and also engaged in farming. Her son, Franklin, lives on t h e family
farm near Garrett. "Aunt Jennie" has four
granddaughters.
Mrs. Brechbill's ambition after she graduates
is to further her career as a writer. She is at
present preparing a series of children's stories,
to b e published in book form. She has written a number of stories for church publications,
including the Evangelical Visitor and the Sunday School Herald. Mrs. Dorothy C. Haskin,
nationally-known Christian writer, has instructed Mrs. Brechbill, as have Miss Alma
Cassel, head of the Upland College English
Department, Miss Mabel Stanford of Chaffey
College, and Mrs. Dorothy Banker Turner of
San Bernardino Valley College and t h e University of Southern California.
(Continued, bottom of next column)

JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET BIG SUCCESS
AT N.C.C.
A great deal of splendid artistry was displayed at the Junior-Senior banquet on Friday
evening, April 29. The Juniors illustrated their
Hawaiian theme by decorating the chapel ( a p propriately cleared for the purpose) with
large murals in water colours, as well as ingeniously devised palm trees. The entertainment, too, was a clever combination of truly
exotic settings with Canadian motifs: a pineapple auction (Nancy Jackson, auctioneer,
managed some incredible sales!), a short drama
(written by Grade XI student, Janice Wilson)
with its setting on Hawaii, but its psychology
quite Canadian, and some -folk songs sung by
Harvey Kellar with his guitar. A guest, Mr.
Bucknam, from Fort Erie, spoke to the students, a n d sang several very charming songs.
MISSIONARY C O N F E R E N C E RESULTS
IN S T U D E N T DEDICATIONS
During the week of May 2-6 at Niagara
Christian College, each chapel service was devoted to the theme of Missions. T h e following is a diary of the week. Monday, May 2 :
The Foreign Mission Board very generously included us in a short tour by five ladies from
the African field (Velma Brillinger, Miriam
Heise, Ruth Hunt, Nancy Kreider, Gladys Lehm a n ) . Their skit on a typical half-hour at
the Bulawayo Headquarters was an interesting
and informative surprise.
Tuesday, May 3 : The five ladies ministered
to us again. Velma Brillinger told of the Billy
Graham campaign in Bulawayo. T h e rest of
the time was devoted to answering students'
questions about Missions. W e enjoyed the
special music from the missionary ladies quartette and trio.
Wednesday, May 4 : After much technical
difficulty, and thanks to the co-operation of
Leroy Fretz, we saw the film, "Dead Men on
Furlough."
Thursday, May 5: Gladys Aylward, "The
Small Woman," came to us from World Vision,
Inc., with a fascinating tale of her life, and a
stirring report of Christianity and Communism
in the Far East. In the regular prayer meeting, Rev. Roy Sider, Chairman of the Canada
Conference Extension Board, told the students
that "God hath need of them" and can use
them in spite of personal problems, if they will
but yield to Him.
Friday, May 6: Roy Sider preached again
and at the close of the service led many of the
students to a glorious melting together in dedication of their lives to Christian service—a tremendous conclusion to a most stimulating week.
Mrs. Brechbill is professionally associated
with other writers as President of the Silver
Scribes Chapter of the California Federation of
Chaparral Poets.
UPLAND C O L L E G E ACADEMY SENIOR
WINS BANK O F AMERICA AWARD
Norman Bert, senior at Upland College
Academy, claimed third-place honors at the
recent Zone Selection Events of the Bank of
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Spiritual...

Lay minister, Samuel Rai, teaching the patients in
Bible Classes.

A Christian Santal mother visited in our village
extension work.

Harun Moses, hospital clerk, talking to outpatients about Jesus
as he shows them gospels and tracts for sale.

Medical...

The doctor, Lowell Mann, takes the history and
examines the patient.
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A non-Christian Santal contacted in our village extension
visitation work. Notice his quizzical expression.

MADHIPURA MISSION

The nurse, Mary Jane Shoalts gives a patient an
injection.

The medical technician, Anna
sugar in the 1
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Educational...

Ganesh Soren and his wife find learning to read not easy, but they try hard.
Ganesh Soren, a new Santal Christian, learning to read, under
Ruth Book's guidance.

Here the T. B. patients are making paper sputum bags which
fit in an earthen jar with a lid. These bags are collected
and burned twice daily.

IOSPITAL

Mann, does a blood
tory.
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Now he understands—learning is fun!

A Three-Fold Program in Which Missionary and
National Pull Together — Preaching, Teaching,
and Healing

The clerk, Harun Moses, registers the new patients, finds
the records of old patients. Notice tracts and
posters in background.

Markus Masih is counting pills for the patients.
collects the fees.

He
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THE A F R I C A N TEACHER O N THE JOB

A teacher and his wife at Ratanyana.
(Photographer reversed picture!)
How many of us still remember our grade school teachers and their
influence upon our lives?
African teachers trained in our mission schools have the opportunity
to wield a great influence upon lives of children who need Jesus Christ.
Every day they teach the Bible and interpret it as they have been taught.
Sunday School work and visitation are other avenues through which
Christ can be taught and lived.
Think what can be accomplished in a community with a corps of,
say, five Christian teachers filled with the Holy Spirit! Multiply this

Major Tshuma, Head Teacher at Mapane, and wife. Five or
six teachers work under his direction.
hundreds of times and you will have a picture of what God can do in
Southern Rhodesia. Is it not a challenge to prayer?
"While the word 'preach' is found 143 times in the Bible, the word
'teach' is used 217 times."—Clarence H. Benson
The pictures of teachers shown herewith do not represent a selected
group; but they are typical of African teachers.

Dedication in Navaioland
sharp, dehydrated wind issued an
TtheHAT
early warning. Dedication Day for
Hospital Wing had arrived and

everything was ready, but could the service be outdoors? May 15 is early to
count on good weather at the Navajo
Mission, for the ground can turn white
any time in May. But by mid-morning
the decision was made—the benches and
chairs would be placed about the new
entrance.
Within minutes of the arrival of the
crowd, that familiar gust of wind and
dust swept menacingly across the sagebrush. But then it calmed, and the
threatening clouds were kept at bay as
three hundred participated in the impressive service.
Bishop Ginder set the tone of rejoicing in describing how two bishops
mopped floors for over two hours to be
ready for the occasion. Navajo Christians
sang a special number heartily. Navajo
tribal representatives gave words of appreciation. The Gospel message was effectively preached.
Bishop Burkholder led the assembly
in the dedication of another unit of a
program that exists solely for the honor
of God and the service of needy men.
(10)

The crowd enthusiastically toured
the new building and observed with interest the transformation in the old hospital by reorganization. Following light
refreshments, the crowd dispersed and
the elements were shortly let loose. Before the seating was removed, that sharp,
dust-laden wind was whipping across
the sagebrush. The Lord had graced the
dedication with a manifestation of His
presence and power.

Interior of Mt. Holly Springs Church, near
Dillsburg, Pa.

Waiting Harvest
IN A NEW CHURCH
N A growing community with a population of 2,000 the pastor of a new
Brethren in Christ church has heard
Christ's commission, "Go ye therefore."
At Mt. Holly Springs, with only about
five hundred holding membership in any
church, opportunities to win individuals
for Christ abound. But to reap in such
a harvest field it takes both group action
and individual witnessing.
With the impetus from the campus
of Messiah College, over five years ago,
the field was discovered as a result of
summer tent meetings. From this beginning the call for a Sunday School led
to the building of a church. It is commendable how this new congregation
has responded in sacrificial giving to
promote the work of God.
Spiritual needs among people who
live at Mt. Holly Springs represent a
great challenge. New families are contacted and very often there is a favorable response. The Youth Program is
probably the most rapidly growing part
of the work.
Truly the harvest is great in this new
field. The laborers are, a pastor and a
congregation, each with an opportunity
for witnessing to needy souls.
Evangelical Visitor

Conference Sermon
(Continued from page six)
This is the dawn of a decade. The
time is short. The task is stupendous.
Even though there is an awareness of
our human inefficiency, I trust there will
be increasingly, an assurance of Spiritual
empowerment.
We are here now assembled in the beginning of this Ninetieth Annual General
Conference, and at the dawn of this
decade, shall we not together declare
our determination and say with the great
Apostle: "For I determine not to know
anything among you save Jesus Christ
and Him crucified."
This message leads my thinking to the
story of the devoted Christian lady who
developed an infection on her tongue.
The diagnosis revealed that surgery was
called for and that after surgery she
could never talk again. She was told
that she would now, just prior to surgery, speak her last words. The surgeon
said, "In one hour, just before you receive the anesthesia, you may speak five
words—the last five words you will ever
speak in life." The moment came, the
family and medical personnel stood by,
waiting almost breathlessly for her last
five words. With great devotion and a
smile she said—"Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, Jesus,
esus.
Jesus, the very thought of Thee
With sweetness fills my breast;
But sweeter far Thy face to see,
And in Thy presence rest.
No voice can sing, no heart can
Nor can the mem'ry find
A sweeter sound than Thy blest
O Saviour of mankind!

But what to those who find? ah! this
No tongue or pen can show;
The love of Jesus, what it is
None but His loved ones know.

May God grant us a deepening devotion to Christ and a strengthening love
for each other. Amen.

From Joe and Marietta Smith
SPECIAL PRAYER REQUEST—Please pray
that we will be given wisdom about just
the way to start working with the many,
many student nurses resident in the different schools in Delhi. Please pray that
we will be wise in our contacts with
Christian Faculty at Delhi University.
We long to be able to start a prayer
group with them. Do pray for us, personally, and know that we can go ahead
out here as you hold us up before the
Throne of God there.

F O R E I G N MISSION BOARD
B R E T H R E N IN CHRIST C H U R C H
Combined U. S. A. and Canada
March 3 1 , 1960 - First Quarter
Statement
Receipts
Canada general fund balance
Canada receipts
U.S.A. general fund balance
U.S.A. receipts

Fund

Total receipts

frame,
name,

O Hope of every contrite heart!
O joy of all the meek!
To those who fall, how kind Thou art!
How good to those who seek!

Disb ursements
Canadian Treasurer
African general allowance
U. S. A. Treasurer
S alaries
Travel
Office supplies
Misc.
Furlough allowance
Fares to and from field
Furlough Travel
Promotional
Medical
Social Security
Educational, children
General allowance, Africa
Specials to Africa
Refrigerator, Africa
Misc., Africa
General allowance, India
Specials to India
Medical, India
General allowance, Japan
Specials, Japan
Missionary Home, Japan
General allowance, Cuba
Specials to Cuba
Total disbursements—
U.S.A. and Canada

Sign indicating place of new church in Colorado Springs with Alvin C. Burkholder,
Bishop of the area.
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Balance on hand
Canada
U.S.A., deficit
Restricted Fund Account
Balance on hand
U.S.A. receipts
Total _.

541.47
210.00
1,250.00
142.50
',,143.97

Total disbursements .
Breakdown of balances
Albums
Cuba accounts
Medical training fund
Medical Van fund ....
Mtshabezi Hospital account
I-W accounts
Annuity interest
Bequests
Total

$

245.59
1,972.19
: 319.36
643.78
603.39
(3,060.20)
1,235.02
4,955.18
1,914.31

BOARD FOR H O M E MISSIONS
AND EXTENSION
CANADIAN SECTION
First Quarter 1960
Receipts

Financial Reports

Operating

Disbursements
Personals, U.S.A.
Peace, Relief and Service
Loans
Annuity payments

$ 1,083.74
2,500.00
842.35
19,216.41
$24,642.50

General
Designated for Extension ...
Interest—Annuity Securities .
Bequest

1,515.07
32.50
84.00
600.00

Total receipts
..$2,231.57
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1959 ... 429.99
..$2,661.56
Total cash available
Expenditures
Administration ...
Annuity interest
Subsidies
Total expenditures
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1960

1.40
49.45
..2,117.86
$2,168.71
492.85

3,500.00
k . ^

535.40
222.17
201.08
1.35
2. 800.00
3. 702.17
636.40
5.83
65.00
50.63
840.00
1. 745.68
450.17
180.00
498.32
3 757.00
1, 946.22
261.34
2 909.25
401.23
000.00
1. 412.00
107.35

Orvin White was ordained to the ministry at
Massillon, Ohio, Sunday morning, May 15.
The afternoon service was the dedication of
the new church building. Dr. C. N. Hostetter,
Jr. spoke the message for the dedication service.

.. $26,228.59

Harold Rohrer, Granville, Pa., was guest
speaker for the Lovefeast at Air Hill, Pa., May
28.

I 1,083.74)
-(2,669.83)
..$ 7,459.72
_ 1,598.56
..$9,058.28

Norman Dettra of the Pennsylvania Temperance League, was guest speaker in the Christ's
Crusaders of Cross Roads, Pa., May 15, 1960.
Marlin Ressler, pastor at Hollowell, Pa., conducted
morning
devotions
over
WAYZ,
Waynesboro, Pa., the week of May 8.
Paul A. Leatherman of the MCC office
Akron, Pa., announced that there will be
reunion of all persons who have served
Puerto Rico, July 30, 1960.
The reunion will be held in the vicinity
Akron, Pa. Watch for later announcements.

at
a
in
of

Pastor Dourte, Upland, California conducted
dedication services for nine small children Sunday, May 15.
Rev. and Mrs. John W e b b presented a full
service of Gospel in sermon and song at Pasadena, Sunday morning May 15.

(U)

Mrs. Musser Martin, accompanied by a ladies' Trio from Messiah College, was present
for the Women's Missionary Prayer Circle midweek service at Green Springs, Pa., May 11.
Six small children were dedicated to the Lord
at Cross Roads, Pa., Sunday, May 8.
Dr. Virginia Kauffman, returned medical
missionary from Africa, spoke at a special missionary meeting at Cross Roads, Pa., Sunday
evening, May 22.
The Annual Fellowship meeting of the
United Zion's Children and Brethren in Christ
Churches was held at Akron, Pa., Sunday afternoon, May 15.
David and Laona Brubaker, I-W workers
recently returned from Africa showed slides
and spoke of the work in Africa at Mt. Pleasant, Pa., the evening of May 15. The Brubakers are now taking up residence at Grantham
where David will continue his schooling this
coming year.
Mrs. Ray Brubaker was guest speaker at
Waynesboro, Pa., in the morning worship service on Mother's Day.

CROSS ROADS, PENNSYLVANIA

An enthused audience and an even more
enthused group of players convened here Sunday afternoon, May 1, for the Atlantic Conference Bible Quiz Playoff. Five teams participated, with the Mount Pleasant team coming
out on top.
From May 4 to 8 we shared in the Week
of Evangelism. The presence of the Lord was
very real as He spoke to us through His Word
ministered by our pastor, Rev. B. F. Thuma.
Interest and attendance were good. We praise
God for once again drawing near.
An impressive observance in tire Mother's
Day morning worship service was the dedication of six babies.
On Thursday evening, May 12, a group
visited the Elmdale Rest Home to present an
inspirational program. Besides this regular appointment, our Christ's Crusaders organization
also sponsors monthly services at the Heller
Rest Home in Florin and the Water Street
Rescue Mission in Lancaster.
Five new members were welcomed into
church fellowship on May 15.

Earl Engle was guest speaker at Elizabethtown, Pa., the evening of May 22.
Lancaster, Pa., reports that on May 1 twenty families pledged to start or continue family
worship.
J. Ralph Wenger was guest speaker
Waynesboro, Pa., tor Rally Day, May 15.

at

Fairland, Pa., dedicated their new sanctuary
Sunday, May 22 at 2:30 p.m. The dedication
sermon was spoken by the Atlantic Conference
Bishop, Henry A. Ginder. The congregation
had special services each night following the
dedication, May 22-29, with John W. Peterson,
H. H. Brubaker, Clyde W. Meadows, C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., and Jesse F . Lady serving as
guest speakers.
Luke Showalter was guest speaker at the
Lovefeast held at Mt. Pleasant, Pa., May 21-22.
UPLAND,

CALIFORNIA

"I was never in a service like this," remarked
a young girl as the Holy Spirit was moving
mightily in convicting, saving, and sanctifying
power during the revival, May 1-8, under the
effective ministry of Dr. Dwight Ferguson,
evangelist of the Oriental Missionary Society.
The Lord had laid a real burden upon the
hearts of His people; this found expression in
six well-attended prayer groups of various age
levels which met each evening for a half-hour
before the service.
Dr. Ferguson's preaching was clear and fearless. As he ministered in the power of the
Spirit, God answered prayer. The ready response from the church and Upland Academy
and College was heart-warming. Twenty-one
boys and girls, young people, and adults were
seekers for salvation; others sought the baptism of the Holy Ghost; Christians experienced
a spiritual refreshing as God fulfilled His promise: "I will pour water upon him that is thirsty,
and floods upon the dry ground."( Isa. 44:3)
The resulting altar services were times of glorious victory.
One evening a goodly group of young people came to the altar to indicate their consecration to answer the call to missionary work.
Another joyful evidence of revival occurred
the following Monday morning when a spontaneous testimony meeting in Academy Chapel
extended into most of the next class period. A
large percent of the students praised the Lord
for what the revival had done for them, and
some expressed their appreciation for the
privilege of attending a Christian school.
Together we join in praising God for all He
has done in our midst.
A. B. C.
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Rev. and Mrs. David Wenger, recently installed pastor at Abilene, Kans.
ABILENE, KANSAS

January 31 - February 14 we were privileged to have Rev. B. M. Books for revival services. W e were truly fed from God's Word and
souls were blessed. A love feast over the last
week end was a time of rich spiritual fellowship.
There have been other special features during the last few months. David and Dorcas
Climenhaga gave very challenging missionary
messages on their work in Africa. Brother Amos
Buckwalter showed excellent slides of his trip
around the world and spoke of needs of the
hour. Edgar Hoover told of his work in Indonesia and our eyes were opened to a new
field where work is to be done for God. Dr.
Glen Hoffman also spoke on his medical work
in Indonesia. Sheryl Hoover and Ruth Bert
gave a glowing report of their attendance at
the Capital Teen Conference in Washington
D. C. Dr. Virginia Kauffman showed slides
and spoke of her work in Africa.
Christ's Crusaders Day was observed by the
young people of the congregation on January
28 when they had charge of the evening service. They did everything from the opening of
the service and speaking, to the conclusion. On
the 31st they had charge of the opening of the
Sunday School. These young people deserve
credit for the good work they are doing.
On April 17 Kenneth Musser, Ronald Brandt
and Lavina Zook followed the Lord in baptism. Carol Wenger was received into the
church by the right hand of fellowship.
In the morning worship service of May 1,
1960 Rev. David H. Wenger was installed as
pastor of the Abilene church. Bishop A. C.
Burkholder spoke words of commendation for
Rev. David Musser who faithfully served as
our pastor for more than four years. He
pointed out that during this time our congregation had grown. Then followed a message

pointing out duties and responsibilities of our
new pastor and also those of the congregation
in order that there may be growth in God's
work at this place.
Bishop Burkholder gave the charge to the
congregation as well as to Brother and Sister
Wenger, and each pledged their services to
share in the work. After the installation both
Brother and Sister Wenger gave greetings and
pledged their devotion to God and to the
work to which they have been called. Our
deacon, Lowell Hoover, then led in prayer. It
was a very impressive service. The Wengers
come to us from the Valley Chapel congregation, Canton, Ohio, where they had served for
about four years.
After the service there was a fellowship basket dinner in the basement. May God graciously bless His work as the Wengers work
among us.
SPRINGVALE, ONTARIO

Our revival services in February were conducted by Rev. John Hostetter. W e appreciated
his messages, there was a very warm response
from the young people on youth night. May
God bless Bro. Hostetter as he labors for
Christ and the church.
Howard Fretz who recently traveled to
Greece in the interests of the Heifer Project,
showed pictures in a recent Crusader service.
Niagara Christian College gave a special program the evening of March 27. Bro. Alonza
Vannatter spoke to us concerning the work at
Frogmore, Ontario.
Three girls were received into the membership of the church on Easter Sunday morning.
In the afternoon they followed the Lord in
water baptism, administered in the baptistry
of the church in Hamilton. Morris Sider and
the Wainfleet Junior quartet provided the
evening program.
The Women's Missionary Society of the
United Church here in Springvale rendered a
program for us in the evening service of
Mother's Day. A fellowship lunch in the
basement was enjoyed by all after the service.
Our hearts were saddened recently by the
drowning of one of our Sunday School boys.
Arthur Heise ministered to us at our recent
communion service, the evening of May 15.
MONTGOMERY, P A .

Rev. George Sheffer from Stayner, Ontario
conducted revival services January 24 through
February 7. Other recent guest speakers were
Roy Hawbecker, a neighboring Church of the
Brethren minister, Mun Wanti spoke to us in a
morning service, and Adam Martin from the
Mennonites showed pictures in the interest of
our Peace, Relief and Service work.
W e appreciated the ministry of missionaries
Bro. and Sr. Jesse Lady, who spoke to us of the
school work in Africa and Sr. Ruth Hunt, who
ministered to us in one of the women's missionary prayer meetings.
Our week of evangelism services was conducted by Paul Brandt, Akron, Pa. Good interest was shown by our young people in this
series of meetings. A number of young people
sought the Lord during the latter part of the
revival. We pray God's continued blessing on
Bro. Brandt and his ministry.
CHINO,

CALIFORNIA

We enjoyed a week of evangelism, May 1-8
conducted by our pastor, Merle Brubaker. The
meetings were very helpful and inspiring and
were a time of heart-searching, bringing the
congregation closer together. A number of
young people sought and found the Lord,
some renewed their covenant with the Lord.
On Sunday afternoon, May 15, thirteen followed the Lord in baptism, including children,
young people and adults. Pastor Brubaker has
just completed a series of seventeen sermons on
the Apostle's Creed. These sermons have
proved helpful and enlightening.

Evangelical Visitor

Twice each month following the midweek
prayer meeting at the church, the young people
gather at the parsonage for a time of Bible
study and prayer.
A Mother-Daughter banquet was held on the
eve of April 29 attended by some 58 and was
a most delightful affair. Many tributes were
paid to mothers, and the value of a Christian
home was stressed.
The evening of May 15, the Upland Academy Choir gave a full evening's program. Following this a Singspiration including members
of the four other Chino churches was held
here. This is a monthly feature with each
church in turn serving as host.
Sunday evening May 29 is planned for a
reception of members and a communion service.
KNIFLEY C H A P E L , KENTUCKY

April 3 to 13 Rev. and Mrs. Earl Sider from
Cheapside, Ontario served as our evangelist.
W e appreciated the good messages from night
to night. The saints were fed and encouraged.
Their community visitation was much appreciated. There were a number to the altar
to be saved, others to receive spiritual help.
On Palm Sunday we had a regular fellowship of all the Kentucky churches. Attendance
was good and w e were happy to have Bro.
Sider as our guest speaker. D u e to illness,
Pastor P. B. p'riesen and wife were away at
the time of the meeting. W e were happy to
have them home for the closing night. The
local people were faithful in bringing people
to the services.
Our Sunday school is on the increase.
Mother's Day saw 107 present. Special recognition was given to all mothers and wives.
Thirty came forward to receive
flowers.
Through much prayer and visitation, young
married couples started coming to Sunday
school. A class was organized and we appreciate the interest they are showing to get others
to attend.
April 30, afternoon and night was the quarterly joint Lovefeast which was held at Ella,
Kentucky in the Fairview Church.
W e thank the Lord that our pastor's health
is improving and he is able to take some part
in the services. W e were happy to have Bro.
and Sr. Ray Eyster with us for a couple weeks.
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN

"Delight thyself also in the Lord and He
shall give thee the desires of thine heart." This
promise was proven true in the week of May
1-8 as we enjoyed the ministry of Rev. Frank
Vore, our evangelist. There were manifestations of the Holy Spirit's moving among us.
Several received definite help at the altar, others
at the parsonage.
In the one service, after the benediction was
offered there was a reluctance to leave. Saints
and sinners were given opportunity to gather
around the altar for prayer. A man who believed in the theory of evolution came forward and was back to the altar several times
during the meeting. H e appears honest in his
seeking, but says there seems to be a barrier
in the way. Pray with us for him. His two
little daughters were to the altar on the last
night of the meeting.
Backsliders were reclaimed and believers
sanctified. There were some conversions and
several divine healings. Saints testified to the
strengthening of their faith.
Special singing was provided by local talent
and pre-sermon talks were given to the children by Sr. Vore and Sr. Cobb which proved
to be a blessing to all. There were as many as
fourteen children in some services.
In our first prayer meeting following the revival there were five new people present, a
direct result of the week of evangelism. W e
wish to express our gratitude for all who prayed
for the work here.
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FRETZ—Colleen Joy, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Fretz, F e b . 11, 1960, Falls View congregation, Ontario.
MYERS—Roy Allen, fifth child, fourth boy, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Myers, Jr., April 8, 1960,
Montgomery congregation, Pa.
MYERS—Darrel Lee, fourth son, born to Mr.
and Mrs. Lyle Myers, May 2, 1960, Montgomery congregation, Pa.
PIKE—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pike announce
the birth of a daughter May 4, 1960, Montgomery congregation, Pa.
CLAPP—Twins, Mary Jane and Mark E d ward, born to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Clapp,
April 12, 1960, Wainfleet congregation, Ont.
ENGLE—David Lee, born to Donald and
Alma Engle, May 10, 1960, Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
STERN—Neil Evan, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Stern, May 8, 1960, Massillon congregation, Ohio.
BAKER—Paul Lamar Livingstone, born to
Dorothy and Marshall Baker, March 12, 1960,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
ZOERB—Ruth Joann, born to Pearl and Elmer
Zoerb, May 8, 1960, Delisle congregation,
Saskatchewan.
EYER—Bruce Edward, born to John and
Margaret (Steckley) Eyer, Alton, Illinois, April
19, 1960, a brother for Randy.

CARRIAGES
ZIMMERMAN-CHRIST — Miss Florence L.
Christ, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry E.
Christ, 318 Birchland Avenue, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
became the bride of John N. Zimmerman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Noah H. Zimmerman, Bareville, Pa., May 7, 1960 in the Mt. Pleasant
Brethren in Christ Church. The ceremony was
performed by Bishop Henry A. Cinder and
Rev. J. Earl Martin, Jr.

BITUARIES
STECKLEY — Elmer

L.

Steckley was born at
Bethesda,
Ontario
on
October 12, 1896 and
quietly departed this life
April 13, 1960 at the
Douglas Memorial Hos' ,»1:
pital, Fort Erie, Ont.
J
*w~L
Bro. Steckley was one of
liggjjfl;
a family of ten children,
Wak
£«L
born to the late Bro.
Bfek ' U f a * , .
Joseph and Sr. Leah
IBHsffiE imMmm
Heise Steckley. l i e was
converted
during
his
early years and united with the Heise Hill
Brethren in Christ Church. At the age
of nineteen years, Bro. Steckley attended Messiah Bible College for a three-month course.
This created a desire to further his education
and he later enrolled in the Academy at Messiah
College. One year after graduation, he returned to take up college studies and activities.
On August 25, 1926 he was married to
Esther Lexow of Detroit, Kansas. They settled at Thomas, Oklahoma, where h e was en-

gaged as teacher at Jabbok Bible School, also
continuing his education in Summer School.
In 1929 Bro. Steckley graduated from John
Fletcher College in Iowa, returning to Messiah
College and serving for seven years on the
teaching staff. In 1936 Bro. Steckley returned
to Jabbok Bible School for a period of six years
serving as president. H e was ordained to the
ministry in 1937 by the late Bishop D. R.
Eyster. In 1942 Bro. Steckley with his family
came to Canada, serving as a member on t h e
faculty of the Niagara Christian College until
his retirement. Throughout Bro. Steckley's life,
he manifested a keen interest in Christian
education.
Bro. Steckley will always be
remembered for his friendly Christian spirit
and one who loved His Lord.
He is survived by a devoted wife Esther,
three sons, Alvin of Ridgeway, Earl of Gananoque and John of Stevensville, four grandchildren, also six sisters and three brothers.
Funeral services were conducted April 15,
1960 at the Brethren in Christ Church near
Stevensville, Ontario. The services were largely
attended by many sorrowing relatives and
friends. T h e officiating ministers were the pastor W m . Charlton, Bro. Ed. Gilmore, Bishop
E. J. Swalm and Bro. Ross Nigh.
COBER—Joseph Cober, born Oct. 14, 1869 in
York County, Ontario, passed away, May 4,
1960.
He was converted as a young man in his
twenties and later united with the Brethren in
Christ Church at Heise Hill, Ontario.
He was united in marriage to Leah Eshelman, Clarence Center, New York, Dec. 5, 1900.
To this union were born three boys and one
daughter, Albert of Morrison, Illinois; Harvey,
Welland, Ontario; Earl, Fordwich, Ontario and
Luella, (Mrs. Ellis Klinck) of Gorrie, Ontario.
Mrs. Cober passed away Oct. 7, 1915.
March 1921 he was married to Effie Heise
from Gormley, Ontario. To this union were born
one son, Harold of Duntroon, Ontario and one
daughter, Mrs. Alex Douglas of Hamilton,
Ontario. H e was bereft of his second wife in
December of 1929.
In 1932 he was united in marriage to Hannah Baker, a returned missionary from Africa.
After twenty years of companionship, he again
was left alone in 1952. After this, h e lived
alone until he suffered a heart attack in June
of 1959. Two brothers and one sister, twentyfour grandchildren, and seventeen great-grandchildren also survive.
On February 14, 1914 he was elected to the
ministry. H e served actively in the ministry
until about fifteen years ago when he requested
to be relieved. H e was actively interested and
concerned for the welfare of the church.
More than 325 were present for the funeral
service which was held in the Heise Hill
Church. Alvin L. Winger used the text as
chosen by Bro. Cober, II Tim. 4 : 7 . Jesse Steckley and William Vanderbent assisted in the
service. Interment was made in the Heise Hill
Cemetery.
DONER—Cora Herr Doner was born at
Clarence Center, New York, Dec. 15, 1878. In
1905 she was united in marriage to Rev.
Thomas S. Doner who predeceased her in
1950. While still a young woman she was converted and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church and remained a faithful member until
death.
On Monday, April 25 she suddenly and
quietly passed away. She leaves to mourn her
passing, three daughters, Mrs. Fred Brauen of
Clarence, New York, Mrs. Mark Winger, Grantham, Pa., and Miss Edith Doner, Shiremanstown, Pa. Two sisters, eleven grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren also survive. Funeral services were conducted April 28 at
the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Simon Lehman, Jr., in charge, assisted by Rev. E. H. Wenger and Rev. R. E.
Simmons. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
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Our Christian Colleges
(Continued from page seven)
America Achievement Awards contest. Norman
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Bert, West
Arrow Highway, Upland.
Young Mr. Bert was one of twenty-seven
seniors from schools of Inyo and San Bernardino Counties who competed before a committee of six judges. Judging was based upon
scholastic achievement, citizenship, service,
leadership, plans and ambitions, character and
personality. Awards were offered in four areas:
Science and Mathematics, Liberal Arts, Fine
Arts, and Vocational Arts. Norman claimed
the honors in the Liberal Arts field.
The academy senior as a Trophy winner
received a cash award of $25.00.

General Conference Fifty
Years A g o
(Continued from page five)
1. How can the unity of the church be
best secured and preserved? (Eli
M. Engle; J. B. Lehman)
2. What can be said in favor of revival
efforts? What definite instruction
should be given immediately to
converts? (M. G. Engle; M. L.
Hoffman)
3. What is the utility and mission of
the church? (H. L. Trump; Thomas
Doner)
4. The propriety of Elders, Ministers,
Evangelists, and all Missionaries
conforming strictly to the Rules,
Regulations and Doctrines of the
church. (W. O. Baker)
5. How could and should our Ministry
be strengthened? (John A. Stump;
S. G. Engle)

BOOK REVIEW O F C H I L D R E N O F
T H E A-BOMB
Paul Peachey (Japan MCC
Peaceworker)
Children of the A-Bomb: Testament of the
Boys and Girls of Hiroshima. Compiled by Dr.
Arata Osada. Translated by Jean Dan and
Ruth Sieben-Morgen. Published by Uchida
Rokakuho Publishing House, Tokyo, 1959,
$4.50. (In the U.S. order from Maruzen & Co.
Ltd., 333 Fifth Ave., New York.)
In 1951 Professor Arata Osada of Hiroshima
University had more than 2,000 grade school,
high school and college students of Hiroshima
write essays on their recollections of the Abomb which fell on their city six years previously. One hundred and five of these essays
were selected and published in original Japanese under the title Genhaku no Ko (Children
of the A-Bomb). The volume immediately became a best seller in Japan.
Children of the A-Bomb should be read by
millions, especially by military cadets, defense
department officials, military planners and
above all by devotees of the altar of nuclear
"deterrency.' Perhaps the Gideons could take
on the project to see that the volume gets
placed in high Pentagon and Kremlin offices!
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This is a human book, not a "political" one.
In simple, moving, personal accounts we see
the A-bomb as experienced by all the Toshikos
and Shigehiros and Yoshihiros, aged from 4
to 17 when the bomb fell, and modified by the
six years of life and reflection that had elapsed
meanwhile ( 1 9 5 1 ) . Since each writer describes
the same event, there is an inevitable repetition of the scenes of suffering—flash, tremors,
fire, blood and death.
Nonetheless in these pages w e meet individual persons. One is reminded of the
words of Jesus that one person exceeds the
whole world in value. A child stricken by a
mysterious calamity—suffering, pathos, moral
outrage, yet all tempered with simple beauty.
Repeatedly the children ask, in one way or
another: What value can there be that would
justify such suffering?
These essays were written in the midst of
the Korean War. Says a fifth grade girl who
was four years old when the bomb dropped,
"War is making every one suffer. Now just
when we are beginning to have a little peace,
already they're making something like war
and I wish they would stop war and stop making everyone suffer. I hate it." (p. 2 6 ) .
Ninth grader Masataka Asaeda, a third
grader in 1945, closes his essay:
"What is war?
"What is peace?
"Why do we need that terrible atom bomb
to defend peace?
"Why do not humanity and science make the
same rate of progress?
"In my heart these unanswered problems
continue to smoulder." ( p . 147).
A tenth grade girl (fourth grade, 1945) observes: "In order to prevent the expansion of the
Communist countries, the U.N. side, the control
of which is held by the United States (although
it was originally supposed to be impartial), is
steadilv increasing its military strength" ( p .
286).
And this from a junior college (1951) girl:
"A-bombs are more villainous than poison gas.
Still they are dropping two of them. After that
no matter how much the missionaries preach
God it is no use. No matter how many times
they say 'No More' it is wasted effort. Before
they say that, 'Why did not you love your
enemies?' "
As these quotations illustrate there is true
depth of feeling without sentimentality. Campaigns against war some times defeat their own
ends by a misuse of sentiment. Indeed a few
of the children we meet in these pages resent
the anti-nuclear weapons demonstrations put
on in their city, particularly by non-residents
who come there to campaign. These young
people are struggling with something too deep
to be "used" for secondary ends.
Children of the A-Bomb is important also
as a psychological document of Japanese life
and values. One learns a great deal about the
strong ties which Japanese feel with dead parents and other ancestors. One feels something
of the beauty and tenderness of Japanese family life. But there is also the religious pathos
of Japan as Mitsunori Sasaki (third grade,
1945) comments on his father's death: "Oh,
Father on that day, agonizing in his wish for
water—every time I think of it I offer a prayer
to some unknown god: 'Oh let there be no repeating of this tragedy.' "
I-W COORDINATING BOARD
BEGINS FUNCTIONING

Chicago (MCC—The recently organized Coordinating Board at its May 10 Chicago meeting voted to assume responsibility for the I-W
program effective May 15. This decision places
into immediate effect the new I-W program
plan under the direction of the "I-W Coordinator" who will be concerned with every Mennonite I-W man regardless of conference affiliation. In order to get the program underway, I-W Board has asked Dwight Wiebe

(former MCC I-W Director) to serve as coordinator until July when the newly appointed
coordinator will be announced.
Unanimously the board affirmed that the task
of peace education belongs to the local congregation, church peace committees, individual
conferences and the MCC Peace Section. The
principle of nonresistance belongs to all the
members of the church and it must be taught
to all young people in their formative years as
part of their preparation for Christian discipleship.
The task of peace education is not an overnight operation. If the significance of the truth
is to be established it will require the dedicated effort of pastors, parents and youth working together.
The importance of pre-service
orientation
was stressed by all members of the Board. Because I-W Service demands so much from the
individual, every prospective I-W should be
expected to participate in an orientation school
before entering service.
The home church together with the conference office will assume initiative in setting up
local orientation schools. All men will be expected to attend schools before entering service. The I-W Board will provide orientation
schools for men not able to attend a school
under conference sponsorship.
The need for a I-W placement service has
been recognized over the past few years. Of
high importance in the new setup is the possibility of advising the men to serve where the
need is greatest and at the same time able to
participate in an ongoing church program.
Under this new arrangement I-W men going into earning service can do so with the assurance that their home church is supporting
them in this decision. Men will have the satisfaction of knowing that they are a part of the
"church at work" across the nation.
Every man entering I-W service is called
upon by his government to contribute two years
of his life to the pursuit of peaceful responsibilities approved by the government. In the
present peace time draft program, the church
has a tremendous opportunity to leave a lasting peace witness.
More than 100 men are carrying the peace
message to foreign soil. Another 235 men are
serving directly within the church mission and
related program at home. This leaves 755 I-W
men in earning service who also seek to contribute to the work of the church and the
cause of peace.
The task of the coordinator will be that of
checking with all I-W men concerning work,
witness and church ties. Second, he will report
his findings and observations to conference offices, church leaders and the I-W Board. Third,
he will need to be in constant contact with the
conference offices in order to understand, interpret and stimulate the conference program.
Fourth, the coordinator will be responsible for
editing an "in service" I-W periodical such as
the I-W Mirror. Fifth, the coordinator is expected to arrange workshops and I-W conferences sponsored together with the conference
offices.
N E W APPOINTEES APPROVED BY
EXECUTIVE C O M M I T T E E

Akron, Pa. ( M C C ) - M a j o r MCC staff appointments, both for Akron headquarters and
for overseas projects, have recently been approved by the Executive Committee. These appointments, to be assumed in two to four
months, are either replacements or additions to
presently serving personnel.
Overseas leadership assignees have been
designated for Jordan, Algeria and Paraguay.
Jordan will be the destination of the Walter Martin family, Elizabethtown, Pa., and Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Voth, Newton, Kans. Martin, a
clothing merchant in Elizabethtown, will be
stationed in Jerusalem where he will assist in
the general administration of the Jordan program and also supervise orphan boys attending
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secondary school in Jerusalem. A daughter,
Marilyn, will join the relief team at Jericho.
She will help with material aid distribution
and with women's and children's work. The
Martins are scheduled to begin service in

July.

JERICHO C H I L D R E N RECEIVE
H O T MEAL
by Lome

Ruegg (MCC

DAILY

Jordan)

About 11 o'clock every morning, with exception of Sunday and Friday, if you would
walk up the street from the Jericho post office,
you would see a group of poorly clad or ragged
children crowd around the doorway of what
appears to be an ordinary storage warehouse.
I'OU might wonder what these children,
many of them dirty, do here; then a young
man comes out of the building and organizes
them into lines. One by one they go into the
building, and more children join the group.
Soon the first ones to go in come out.
These non-refugee children have come to the
MCC feeding center to receive food. One meal

Missions in America
CITY MISSIONS
Chicago Mission:
6039 S. Halsted Street, Chicago 2 1 , Illinois:
Telephone-Wentworth 6-7122; Rev. Carl
Carlson, Mrs. Avas Carlson, Misses Alice Albright, Sara Brubaker, Grace Sider
Harrisburg, (Messiah Lighthouse
Chapel):
1175 Bailey Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Telephone CEdar 2-6488; Rev. Joel
Carlson, Mrs. Faithe Carlson, Misses Elizabeth Kanode, Beulah Lyons
New York City:
246 Tremont Avenue, Bronx 57, New York:
T e l e p h o n e - T R 8-0937; Rev. Paul Hill,
superintendent; Mrs. Evelyn Hill, Rev. Merritt Robinson, Mrs. Esther Robinson, pastor
of Brooklyn Mission located at 984 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn 5, N. Y.
Philadelphia Mission:
3423 N. Second Street, Philadelphia 40,
Pennsylvania; Telephone—NEbraska 4-6431:
Rev. William Rosenberry, Mrs. Anna Rosenberry, Miss Anita Brechbill
San Francisco (Life-Line Gospel Mission):
224 Sixth Street, San Francisco 3, California.
Chapel and parsonage—422 Guerrero Street,
San Francisco 10, California; Telephone—
UNderhill 1-4820; Rev. Avery Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Emma Heisey, Rev. Harold
Paulus, Mr. Harry Burkholder, Misses Rhoda
Lehman, Esther Hennigh, Donald Ott, Mr.'
and Mrs. Reuben Asper
RURAL MISSIONS
Blandburg, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Herman Miller, pastor, 1009 Rosehill
Drive, Altoona, Pa. Misses Edith Davidson,
Edith Yoder, Blandburg, Pa.
Bloomfield, New Mexico, (Navajo Mission):
Telephone-Farmington-YR 6-2386; Rev. J.
Wilmer Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Velma
Heisey, Dr. John Kreider, Misses Dorothy
Charles, Ida Rosenberger, Urania Williams,
Mr. Charles Myers, Jr., Mrs. Peggy Myers,
Misses Verna Mae Ressler, Joann Wingert,
Mary Olive Lady, Evelyn Noel, Anna Marie
Hoover, Mr. Ralph Halter ( I - W ) , Mrs.
Naomi Brechbill (V.S.), Mr. Luke Keefer
(V.S.), Robert Myers ( I - W ) , Mr. Peter
Yazzie, Fannie Scott
Meath Park, Saskatchewan, Canada
(North
Star Mission): Howard Creek and Paddockwood churches: Rev. Maurice Moore, Mrs.
Mabel Moore
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a day is given to each of these poor children.
To be able to obtain admittance, each child
must be recommended by the mayor and
Mukhtar of the town as being poor and undernourished. A strict, daily attendance record is
kept. When any child misses eight days during
any month, without a proper reason, because
of sickness or because he is away from town,
his name is deleted from the roll and is no
longer admitted. We believe that anyone who
can skip attendance eight times is not in real
need of this food. Another name is put in the
vacancy: there are always names waiting to
be added.
Three Jericho people work here. Muhammed
is the boy who keeps order, marks attendance
and buys the needed food. Khalalya, a Jericho
girl, does the cooking and dishing out of the
food. She is the general kitchen supervisor.
Deebie washes dishes and helps prepare the
food; she does anything which requires a
girl's touch such as cleaning up after 200 children have eaten.
The feeding roll has 200 names: food for 200
has to be prepared, 200 plates must be washed,
the same number of spoons have to be washed
and the cleaning up requires the proportionate
amount of labor.

Port Rowan, Ontario, Canada
(Walsingham
Centre): Rev. Arthur Heise, Mrs. Verna Heise
Uniontown, Pennsylvania (Searights):
Rev. William Martin, pastor, Chestnut
Ridge, Pa., Mrs. William Martin, Miss S.
Iola Dixon, Uniontown, Pa., R. 4, Box 444
MISSION PASTORATES
Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Church 541 Utah N.E., Rev. John Bicksler,
11309 Mahlon Ave., N.E., Telephone-AXtel
9-1528
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines):
Rev. Edgar Giles
Blairs Mills, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Kenneth Melhom, Willow Hill, Pa.
Breezewood, Pennsylvania (Mountain
Chapel
in Ray's Cove): Rev. Norris Bouch, Altoona,
Pa., R. 2, Box 566
Callaway, Virginia (Adney Gap and Callaway
churches): Rev. I. Raymond Conner. Telephone—Bent Mountain 12 J 31
Cincinnati, Ohio:
Church and parsonage—2951 Sidney Avenue.
Cincinnati 25, Ohio. Rev. Irvin Hoover,
pastor, Katie Rosenberger, Ruby Clapper
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada:
Rev. Christian Sider, Jr., 227 Sixth Street
Dearborn, Michigan: Church and parsonage
4411 Detroit Street. Rev. and Mrs. George
Bundy
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Marshall Baker
Ella, Kentucky: Rev. Archie Waldron
Everett, Pennsylvania (Clear Creek
Church):
R. 3, Rev. Roy M a n n - T e l e p h o n e - 2 5 8 R
Fulks Run, Virginia: Rev. Fred Parks, Parsonage, R. 1, Linville, Va.
Garlin, Kentucky (Bloomington
Church):
Rev. James Bundy
Gladwin, Michigan: Rev. Gary Lyons, R. 5,
Telephone-GArden 6-8052
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada: Rev. Allen Heise,
Ridgemount Brethren in Christ Church, Corner of Jameston and Caledon Streets, Office
phone F U 3-5212. Parsonage address 396
West 2nd Street-Telephone F U 3-5309
Hillsville, Virginia (Bethel Church near Sylvatus): Rev. Leon Herr, R. 4
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania, R. 2,
(Canoe
Creek and Mt. Etna
churches):
Rev. Ross Morningstar—Telephone 5-9664
Hopewell, Pennsylvania, R. 2, (Sherman Valley):
Rev. Earl Lehman

W h a t are these children eating? Khalalya,
being a Jericho girl, cooks the kind of food
these children like. One day it may be lebanie
and rice. (Lebanie is a milk product, which
in this case is made from powdered milk.)
Stew of cabbage, cauliflower, carrots, onions,
potatoes—all local products—and flavored with
a few tins of MCC beef may be the products
for another day. Another menu may have
beans and tomato sauce with beef for flavor
or macaroni and tomato sauce. Golden syrup
may be the main dish for one day.
Some U.S. surplus foods have been made
available. Golden syrup, red beans, milk
powder and flour are used by the Lutheran
World Federation to make bread for us without charge. Bread is served each day in a
generously sized piece.
As a child enters, his name is checked on
the register, he steps to the counter, receives
a vitamin pill, a cup of water, a dish of food
and a piece of bread. Then he finds a place at
one of the tables and proceeds to eat.
MCC personnel check to see that all is going
well each day to show our concern for these
hungry children. The feeding of these little
ones "In the name of Christ" is a vital part in
alleviating the suffering of these needy people.

Hunlock Creek, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Thomas Bouch
Ickesburg, Pennsylvania (Saville Church in
Liberty Valley): Rev. Harvey Lauver, pastor-Mifflintown, Pa., R. 2
Iron Springs, Pennsylvania: parsonage Fairfield, Pa., Box 5, Rev. James Lesher
Knifley, Kentucky: Rev. P. B. Friesen
Little Marsh, Pennsylvania (Jemison
Valley):
Rev. Samuel Landis, Phone, Westfield, Pa.
Emerson 7-5355
Llewellyn, Pennsylvania: Rev. Charles Melhorn
Massillon, Ohio: Rev. Orvin White, Jr., 1056
Concord Avenue N.E., Massillon, O.
Mt. Holly Springs, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Clifford Lloyd, Grantham, Pa.
Ringgold, Maryland:
Rev. James Lesher, Fairfield, Pa.
Salem, Oregon (Labish Community
Church):
Rev. Herbert Hoover, 4306K Scott Ave., N.E.
Saxton, Pennsylvania: Rev. Glenn Hostetter,
816 Mifflin S t . - T e l e p h o n e - 5 2 9 5 8
Shanesville, Ohio: Rev. David Buckwalter,
Box 222
Sheboygan, Wisconsin: Rev. Tyrus Cobb, 2016
North 13th Street
Sparta, Tennessee (DeRossett):
Rev. John
Schock, R. 7 - T e l e p h o n e - S p a r t a RE 8-2518,
Church in DeRossett
Three Springs, Pennsylvania (Center
Grove
Chapel): Rev. Marion Walker
Uniontown, Ohio: Rev. Edward Hackman,
2396 E. Turkeyfoot Lake Road, Akron 12,
Ohio, Telephone Akron-Oxford 9-3028
West Charleston, Ohio: Rev. Hess Brubaker,
Phoneton, Ohio, Box 82, Telephone Tipp
City 8256
The alphabetical arrangement indicates location or address. W h e n a Mission Pastorate is
better known by another name, that follows in
parenthesis.
Contributions to Missions A b r o a d
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST C H U R C H

Office of the Treasurer
c / o Henry N . Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions t o Missions in A m e r i c a
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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NEWS ITEMS
D R . PEALE CRITICIZES
"SOCIAL G O S P E L " IN SERMON

The Rev. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale charged
recently (May 8) that m o d e m Protestantism
had become "so broad that it is shallow." In
his Mother's Day sermon at Marble Collegiate
church, Dr. Peale took sharp issue with today's
proponents of the so-called social gospel. The
vigorous old Gospel has become diluted with a
curious blend of humanitarianism, socialism,
and every other nicey-nicey-ism to the end that
it has lost its appeal to the people," he declared.
"'Leadership got the notion that the function
of ministers was to make a perfect world, with
everything sweetness and light, everybody
happy, everybody getting fine wages—everything just beautiful. The idea was to be all
things to all men, nobody against anybody's
ideas, everybody harmonious, with the result
that Protestantism has become weak. It isn't
narrow enough. It has become so broad that
it is shallow. The only true Protestants left in
the United States are those who believe in the
Bible and Jesus Christ the Saviour and in salvation from sin. They may not have much of a
social gospel, but they have a Gospel."

territory as an opportunity for another pointed
jibe against religion.
"As one read numerous comments and
statements by foreign diplomats and journalists
about this incident," he said, "one cannot help
wondering what kind of morality these men
are guided by. For they count themselves as
Christians and believers."
"They, believers, accuse us of atheism. If
such people really believe in God, they would
be afraid of hell, where they inevitably would
end because, according to the teachings of
Christ, they will have to boil in tar in hell
eternally for their foul deeds against peace and
mankind.
"No," Khrushchev cried, "it is not Christian
ethics that these people preach. They preach
the ethics of the bourgeois world which knows
nothing sacred."
QUAKER DISMISSED OVER
L E T T E R OPPOSING D R A F T

Washington, D. C. ( E P ) - B e c a u s e the Washington Young Friends Group of which he is
chairman sent letters to high school students
pointing out provisions in the draft law for conscientious objectors, a 21-year-old Quaker student has been dismissed from a clerical position in the United States Senate.
William R. Martin, a political science student at George Washington University, was
asked by the Senate Republican Patronage
ASSOCIATE H I N T S G R A H A M
committee, headed by Sen. Margaret Chase
PLANS CRUSADE IN RUSSIA
Smith (Rep.-Me.), to resign his $5,500 a year
Dr. Paul S. Rees, an associate of Evangelist
job as an aid in the Republican cloakroom.
Billy Graham, says an evangelistic crusade
The other two members of the Patronage
in Moscow within three years "would not be at
committee, Sen. Styles Bridges (Rep.-N.H.)
all impossible." Returning from a visit to Rusand Sen. John Marshall Butler (Rep.-Md.),
sia and the Far East, Dr. Rees recently reported
said they agreed with the action.
that although two applications for a Billy GraBut Martin, who went to work for the
ham campaign in Moscow have been flatly reSenate as a page at the age of 15, refused to
fused by Russian authorities, there appears to
resign and was immediately dismissed.
have been some relaxation of the more stringent
In a letter addressed to all 35 Republican
rules and restrictions since Mr. Khrushchev
members of the Senate and to Vice President
came to power. He believes any visit by Mr.
Nixon, who is a Quaker, Martin said, "My
Graham to Russia would get a tremendous reloyalty to God has compelled me to be an
ception from the Russian public.
active member of the Religious Society of
Friends. My loyalty to God forbids me to supROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH'S PARTICIPATION
port a military effort. For 300 years the SoIN POLITICS QUESTIONED
ciety of Friends have felt that war is wrong.
Washington—The recent policy statement
from the Vatican will greatly increase Protes"The Washington Young Friends undertant fears concerning the influence of the Rotook to send letters to area high school students advising them that the Selective Service
man Catholic Church in American politics, acAct provides for alternative service for those
cording to a prominent Protestant spokesman.
religiously opposed to military service," he exDr. James DeForest Murch, chairman of
plained, adding, "In my capacity as chairman
the Commission on Evangelical Action of the
of that group, I signed the letter."
National Association of Evangelicals, said that
The controversial letter which the Young
"all Protestants will now be more hesitant
than ever to support a Roman Catholic nomi- Friends had sent to some 22,000 high school
students warned that those inducted into the
nee for the Presidency."
Osservatore Romano, the Vatican newspaper, army must submit to authoritarian control and
declared that "the main purpose of this authorion May 17, carried an "authoritative" editorial
stating that the Church has a duty to inter- tarian control is to overcome your human reluctance to kill.
vene in the political field and that its laymen
"You will be shown how to plunge a
"must never disregard the teachings and dibayonet into the flesh of another human being,
rections of the Church" in any area of life.
how to break his throat with your bare hands,
This was interpreted in some quarters as an
how to drop a bomb on a target that may be a
indication that ecclesiastical pressures might be
home or a school.
exerted on any member of the Roman Catholic
"If this sort of thing nauseates you, it's well
church to be elected as President.
to think about it in advance," the letter sugN E W HEADQUARTERS BUILDING
gested. It urged young men to think about
Springfield, Mo. — Five construction com- becoming conscientious objectors, saying, "We
panies have been requested to submit bids on
can love our country and work sincerely for
plans for a new four-floor administration buildher highest welfare without bearing arms."
ing expected to cost around two and a half
It was accompanied by an enclosure pamphmillion dollars, officials of the Assemblies of
let which quoted a letter a young Quaker had
God announced today.
sent his draft board, explaining his refusal to
The denomination's international headquarreport for induction.
ters will be the largest and most costly office
Veterans groups and patriotic societies in
building constructed in the Ozarks in more
Washington had reacted swiftly and violently
than 25 years. It will join the present Gosto the distribution of the letter. The Quaker
pel Publishing House plant and face Boongroup confirmed statements of school officials
ville Avenue.
KHRUSCHEV USES SPY P L A N E
INCIDENT TO H I T RELIGION

Wildly cheering Deputies of the Supreme
Soviet heard Nikita Khrushchev use the downing of the American "spy plane" over Soviet
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that said they had not cooperated in the project. Denied by school officials a list of the
names of male students, the Young Friends had
purchased them at the rate of 23a cents a name
from a commercial mailing list firm.
GRAHAM IN REBUTTAL TO CRITICS

Philadelphia, Pa. ( E P ) - " I f it was St. Paul
corning, instead of me," said Dr. Billy Graham,
"there would probably still be some in disagreement."
The famed evangelist was addressing a
breakfast assembly of nearly 1,200 Protestant
clergy and lay leaders here at a formal preliminary to his scheduled eight-week evangelistic campaign to begin here in mid-July, 1961.
Although the board of directors of the
Greater Philadelphia Council of Churches
here recently decided that the Council would
not officially support the crusade, many of
the leaders were present as individuals at the
breakfast.
Speaking for more than an hour and a half,
Dr. Graham dealt with criticisms of his
"methods and message" and stressed the "desperate need" for a revival of active church
membership.
MENNONITES BROADCASTING
241 W E E K L Y PROGRAMS

Harrisonburg, Va. (EP)—Mennonite Broadcasts, Inc., now release 241 weekly radio programs in eight languages, it was announced at
the agency's annual meeting here.
Of the total, 163 programs are in English.
Included are the Mennonite Hour, with 91 releases; the Way to Life, 19 releases; and Heart
to Heart, 53 releases. Other languages used are
Spanish, Navaho, Japanese, Italian, French,
German, and Russian.
P R I M E MINISTER, EDITOR, NEWSCASTER
RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES

The prime minister of Canada, the editor of
a leading Christian magazine and a prominent
network newcaster are included in the many
persons who will be given honorary degrees
this year by Southern Baptist colleges and
universities.
Oklahoma Baptist University,
Shawnee,
Okla., will confer the doctor of humanities degree on John George Diefenbaker, prime minister of Canada. A Baptist, the prime minister
will receive the degree at the golden jubilee
convocation at the Oklahoma college Sept. 22.
To be honored with a doctor of laws degree
from William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo., is
Daniel A. Poling of New York, editor of the
Christian Herald.
Noted news commentator Paul Harvey of
Chicago, heard over the American Broadcasting Company (ABC) facilities, will be
honored by Wayland Baptist College, Plainview, Tex.

Trust in God
A small steam-packet was crossing a
stormy bay.
Her engine
suddenly
stopped. For a little while the peril was
great. An old lady rushed to the captain to ask him if there was any danger.
"Madam," he replied, "we must trust in
God." "Oh, dear," she cried, "has it
come to that?"
A good many Christians are like that
terrified lady. In times of great peril
they are willing to trust in everything but
God.

